Visit us at

STAND 36
Apply for a scholarship
Book an education consultation
Test your knowledge

Why Kaplan Professional?
EDUCATION STANDARDS
Depending on your previous studies or professional experience, you can commence a Graduate Certificate in
Financial Planning or FPEC-approved Graduate Diploma of Financial Planning*. You then have the option to
upgrade your qualification to our Master of Financial Planning, which is on the FASEA-approved register.
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Practical and relevant learning
Our courses are curated and delivered by industry experts to ensure you’ll be provided with
performance-focused outcomes directly applicable to your professional practice.

Six annual intakes
Complete flexibility to study all year round, with the ability to accelerate your study or ‘take a
break’ to accommodate professional and personal commitments.

Onboarding process
We’ll work with you to map out your prior learning and experience, to create a personalised study
pathway to ensure you achieve your goals within your desired timeframe.

100% online
Access all your learning content, supporting materials and assessment information through our
intuitive and user-friendly online learning hub, anytime and anywhere.

Personalised support
Our experienced and knowledge Student Advice team are specifically in place to support
students studying at a postgraduate level and are always a phone call or email away.

Face-to-face support
Our face-to-face lectures and intensive workshops provide the opportunity for additional support
in a class environment and are also available live online or on-demand.

*Once the FASEA curriculum is confirmed, Kaplan Professional will ensure the required elements are incorporated into our postgraduate
qualifications and gain FASEA approval.

Supporting you through every aspect of
the new professional standards.
FINANCIAL ADVISER EXAM

PROFESSIONAL YEAR

Prepare for the future and the FASEA
exam with our diagnostic assessment,
KUDOS. It allows you to practice
sitting under exam conditions; gain
an in-depth understanding of your
financial advice knowledge levels
benchmarked against the industry;
remediate knowledge gaps with
just-in-time learning; and understand
where you should focus your ongoing
professional development.

ELEVEN imparts supervisors under the
new professional year requirements
with the skills and knowledge required
to mentor, coach and inspire others,
including new industry entrants. By
gaining deeper insight into your true
self, ELEVEN can provide meaningful
and sustainable personal and
professional development to help you
unleash your full potential and become
an extraordinary leader.

CODE OF ETHICS

CPD

We’re utilising the latest technology to
build tools to help identify compliance
risk. Using artificial intelligence,
Artemis is a purpose-built software
solution for the Australian financial
services industry. It automatically
identifies and analyses content
for compliance risk against ASIC’s
Regulatory Guides, streamlines the
compliance approval process, and
delivers real-time tailored learning
interventions to address knowledge
gaps as they arise.

We’re passionate about lifelong
learning and the development of
well-rounded professionals. As the
established industry leader in CPD and
provider of the Ontrack platform, we
deliver purpose-built solutions to help
address all your CPD needs under the
proposed CPD guidance. Speak to us
about creating your own CPD policy,
creating and monitoring training plans,
CPD content, and reporting against
designated categories.

Contact us on 1300 728 505 or via email at corporatesolutions@kaplan.edu.au. Alternatively, speak to your Corporate Relationship Manager.
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